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The effect of gravity on downslope motion 

MAGNITUDE  
STUDY HIGHLIGHTS 

Lunar surface:  g = 1.627 m/s2 

(1)  Produce seismic signals from 

synthetic Impacts 

(2)  Numerical shake table experiments (3)  Find downslope diffusion constants (4) Terrain model implementation 

Overhead view of a 250 m diameter crater, depicted at four different times 

and showing its gradual degradation and erasure by impact-induced seismic 

shakedown, utilizing the downslope-diffusion theory developed in 

Richardson et al. (2005).  Note the rapid initial degradation while slopes are 

still relatively high, followed by a more gradual degradation as slopes 

flatten. 

 

The effect of gravity on downslope motion 

RANGE (from the impact site) 

- 5 km range 

- 50 m impactor 

- 5 km/s velocity 

- fit: 0.48 log-log slope 

-10 km range 

- 100 m impactor 

- 5 km/s velocity 

- fit: 0.49 log-log slope 

- g = 5 mm / s2 

- 10 m impactor 

- 5 km/s velocity 

- fit: - 0.49 log-log slope 

- g = 1.627 m / s2 

- 10 m impactor 

- 5 km/s velocity 

- fit: -0.55 log-log slope 

•  Numerical shake table series performed as a function of  (1) 
impactor diameter,  (2) impactor velocity,  (3) impact seismic 
efficiency, (4) target surface gravity, (5) target seismic diffusivity, 
(6) target seismic quality factor, (7) distance from impact site, and 
(8) regolith cohesion. 
 

•  Of these, target surface gravity has the most profound effect on the 
downslope migration of regolith due to seismic shaking. 
 

•  A HIGH surface gravity produces HIGH magnitude motion, but 
only CLOSE to an impact site.  That is, gravity is the driving force 
for downslope motion once cohesion, friction, and the normal force 
are overcome. 
 

•  A LOW surface gravity produces LOW magnitude motion, but out 
to ranges FAR from an impact site.  That is, when cohesion, friction 
and the normal force are easily overcome, downslope motion can 
extend to far ranges, even if its magnitude is quite small. 

The diffusion constants derived over a wide range of gravity values, given two different sets of impactor 

parameters: numerical shake table data (green), linear fit (dashed white), analytical model (cyan).  

Downslope diffusion magnitude increases with gravity to the +1/2 power. 

The diffusion constants derived over a range of distances from an impact, given an Eros- and lunar-like surface 

gravity:  numerical shake table data (green), linear fit (dashed white), analytical model (cyan).  Downslope diffusion 

magnitude decreases with distance to the -1/2 power, until a gravity-dependent roll-over occurs.  It is this roll-over, 

as seismic accelerations drop below g, that limits the effective range of seismic shaking. 

433 Eros surface:  g = ~5 mm/s2 25143 Itokawa surface:  g = ~0.1 mm/s2 

•  pixel scale = 15 m 

•  model scale = 30 km X 30 km 

•  asteroidal impactor population 
 

Small craters reach crater density 

equilibrium in accordance with 

Gault (1970) and J.E. Richardson 

(2009), at a steady, cumulative 

power law slope of ~ - 2, and 

typical “empirical saturation” 

levels (dotted lines). 

•  pixel scale = 15 m 

•  model scale = 30 km X 30 km 

•  asteroidal impactor population 
 

Small craters reach crater density 

equilibrium in accordance with 

Richardson, et al. (2004, 2005), 

displaying the “paucity of small 

craters” first described in Veverka 

et al. (2000) and Chapman et al. 

(2002), despite having an impactor 

population rich in small impactors. 

•  pixel scale = 0.31 m 

•  model scale = 0.62 km X 0.62 km 

•  asteroidal impactor population 
 

Small craters reach crater density 

equilibrium, displaying the severe 

paucity of all craters first described 

in Fujiwara et al. (2006) and Michel 

et al. (2010), despite having an 

impactor population rich in small 

impactors.  The thin, dotted, 

diagonal line marks the value 

corresponding to a single crater in 

each size bin on an R-plot. 
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